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1. Introduction
2. In this section … Rules and feedback refresher
3. In this section … Theory into practice
4. Support – Contact us

In this Subject Guide
Refresh: run through
each area of the
framework and the
Feedback Stages
summary.
Explain: give advice and
guidance at a unit level on
how the rules work in
practice.
Exemplify: provide
subject-specific examples
of assignments,
recording and giving
feedback, and postresults support, so you
can see in practice how
this new framework will
support you, your
learners and their
progression.
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Geoff Harvey,

Head of Vocational Assessment at Pearson,
introduces the Subject Guide to Internal Assessment
for Applied Science for BTEC Firsts and Nationals
teaching teams.
We’re introducing a new framework
to support you in delivering high
quality internal assessment for all
new learners registered on a BTEC
First or National programme from
1 September 2014.*

Guide to BTEC Internal Assessment
The Guide to Internal Assessment for
BTEC Firsts and Nationals explains more
about the new framework and gives
advice on how to give high quality
feedback to support learner progression.

For centres outside the UK
Some of the examples in this Subject
Guide relate to next generation BTEC
Firsts (NQF) which are not available
outside the UK. However, the
principles we've outlined here do
represent best practice, and we
recommend that you follow them.

We recommend you have the Guide
available to refer to when you’re using
the Subject Guides.

Introducing … Subject Guides
You told us you needed more examples
of what the new rules framework looks
like in practice for your subject areas and
sectors.
So we’ve created a series of Subject
Guides which contain a:
• quick refresher on the rules
framework and learner feedback
stages
• Theory into Practice section
containing unit-level guidance and
some examples of Assessment Plans,
Assignment Briefs, Observation
Records and Assessment Records,
showing what learner feedback you
can give at each stage.
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* The new assessment rules only apply
to new learner registrations for courses
starting from 1 September 2014. This
means that all BTEC First and National
learners who are already part-way through
their programme on 1 September 2014 will
complete their course following the
assessment rules and methodology which
applied when they started their BTEC course
of study. See page 3 of the main Guide
for more information about “top ups”.
Learners registered in 2013-14 for BTEC
First Award in Principles of Applied
Science who go on to register for BTEC
First Award in Application of Science in
2014-15 are not considered ‘new’ learners.
Therefore, the new rules do not apply.
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In this section you’ll find:
Feedback Stages
summary – at-a-glance
guidance on what kind of
feedback you can give your
learners to support
progression:

Quick refresher on the
Rules for Internal
Assessment for BTEC Firsts
and Nationals which you can
find explained in full in the
Guide to Internal
Assessment for BTEC Firsts
and Nationals.

• during teaching and
learning
• during an assessment
• post-results.
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1. Teaching
and learning

2. During
assessment

During teaching and
learning, you are using
your best professional
judgement about the
nature, quantity or level of
feedback.

While learners are working
on an assessment, you can
continue to give general
feedback and support,
particularly around the
development of
knowledge, understanding
and skills.

The assessment rules for
BTEC do not cover
formative feedback – only
feedback during and
following assessment.
________________
Your feedback could
include, for example:

________________
Your feedback could
include, for example:
 Guidance on how to
approach the knowledge
and skills requirements.

 Identifying areas for
learner progression,
including stretch and
challenge.

 Guidance on appropriate
behaviour and
approach, confirmation of
deadlines etc.

 Explaining clearly how
BTEC assessment works
and what learners need to
do to achieve a Pass, Merit
or Distinction.

 Confirmation of which
criteria the assessor is
targeting and clarification
of what the Assignment
Brief requires.

 Setting “dry run” or
“mock” tasks and
scenarios to help learners
understand what level they
have reached and prepare
for assessment.

On the Assessment
Record, you should give
clear feedback on:
the criteria the
learner achieved
(explaining the
assessor’s decisions)

•

• the criteria not
achieved (and why)
although you should not
provide a list of
instructions on how to get
a higher grade.
________________
Your feedback could
include, for example:
 Which assessment
criteria the learner has
achieved and what the
learner has done well.
 Which assessment
criteria the learner has
not achieved and what
was missing.
 Information or guidance
available to the learner
they could have drawn on
(e.g. class notes;
handouts; resources in
Assignment Brief etc)

 Feedback on how to
improve knowledge,
skills, understanding,
behaviour, approach,
grammar etc.
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3. Following
assessment

 General behaviour and
conduct, approach,
grammar etc.
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In this section you’ll find:
practical advice and guidance at a unit level, explaining how
to approach giving learner feedback and support during
assessment
best practice examples for recording assessment decisions
and giving feedback, using filled-in examples of an:

Assessment Plan

Observation Record

Assignment Brief
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Assessment Record
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Show me how this works in practice
for Applied Science
Working on an assignments

Stretch and challenge in
assignment tasks

When working on assignments, learners
should:

To support stretch and challenge for each
individual learner, it is good practice to
create assignment tasks which give all
learners the opportunity to attempt the full
range of Pass, Merit and Distinction criteria.

• follow the tasks in the Assignment
Brief and provide the evidence
indicated in the scenario and task.
• show their knowledge and
understanding of the criteria, based
on:

Assignment Briefs for our next generation
BTEC Firsts (NQF) already require tutors
and teachers to write tasks which target all
the assessment criteria and we strongly
recommend this as good practice for BTEC
Firsts and Nationals in Applied Science on
the QCF.

• the previous teaching and
delivery and, where relevant,
• the research time that is part
of the assessment task.

Group work and feedback

Practical work in Applied Science is
commonly based on collecting evidence and
is often completed as a group.

• have access to materials they have
used or produced during teaching of the
unit.

With a few exceptions, the criteria do not
assess the collection of evidence itself. This
means that the teacher can give feedback
during a practical session to ensure that
learners collect sufficient evidence to enable
them to complete the assignment on their
own.

When preparing learners for assessment,
teachers and tutors should:
• plan assessment tasks to allow
learners to generate individual
evidence.

Generating evidence

However, where the completion of the
practical itself is being assessed, each
learner in the group must provide their own
evidence and the teacher can’t give specific
feedback about how to meet the criteria.

The evidence each individual learner
generates needs to be authentically their
own work. We strongly advise you avoid
using worksheets or pages completed
from a workbook where all learner work is
likely to be very similar and therefore not
likely to generate independent, valid and
authentic evidence.
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Show me how this works in practice
for Applied Science
Giving feedback
during assessment

Checklists

During the assessment
period, teachers and tutors
can continue to give
general feedback,
identifying generic issues
relating to the criteria or
tasks, for example:
• “Please check you have
covered all the
substances listed in the
Assignment Brief task”
• “Remember to make
sure you have included
enough detail in your
answer”.
However, you should stop
short of indicating
achievement of
assessment criteria while
your learners are still
generating their evidence
and before formal
assessment has taken
place. For example, you
should not say:
• “You’ve done everything
for 2A.P1, now do the
Merit work”.
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The “Evidence you must produce for this task” section
on the Assignment Brief will help ensure your learners:
• understand what evidence they need to
produce to complete the task
• check they have all the evidence they need
before submitting their assignment for formal
assessment.
Completed by the learners, these checklists need to
stop short of indicating achievement of individual
criteria while learners are still generating their evidence
and before formal assessment. You can only record
final, formal assessment on the Assessment Record
Sheet.

For example:
This example is too prescriptive, directing learners to
which elements of the task meet each criterion. This
could encourage learners to not attempt some tasks.

This example is acceptable, identifying the evidence
required and allowing the learner can make a note
when they complete each element.
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Assessment Plan
What is an Assessment Plan?

What’s in an Assessment Plan?

Your Assessment Plan
is an essential planning
and support tool to help
you be confident that:

The Assessment Plan must include:
• your assessment and internal
verification team for your
programme

• your assignments
and deadlines are
planned effectively
throughout the programme

• coverage of all the criteria against
which you will be assessing your
learners
• assignment hand-out and hand-in
dates

• you have covered everything your
learners need to learn in your BTEC
programme, so each assessment
criterion is assessed once during the
programme.

• dates
•
•
•

How does that help me?

for:
submission
internal verification
opportunities for resubmission.

Your plan will give the BTEC programme
team – and your learners - confidence
that:
• you have planned enough
curriculum time to cover all the units
in your chosen programme
• your teaching and assessment
team (teachers, assessors and
internal verifiers) is in place and can
plan their time effectively
• you have covered all the criteria for
which your learners need to provide
evidence for assessment
• you can ensure your assessments are
at the right time for your learners.
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Assessment Plan
Who else uses the Assessment
Plan?

What if my Assessment Plan
changes?

Your Lead Internal Verifier needs to
sign off your Assessment Plan at the
start of the programme to make sure
there’s an expert second pair of eyes to
check you’ve covered everything and the
plan is fit for purpose.

We realise that plans change
and you need to be flexible to
meet the evolving needs and
demands of your teaching and
assessment team and different learner
groups .

Your Standards Verifier will also need
your Assessment Plan at the start of the
standards verification process so they
can agree with you the most appropriate
time to select the sample.

If you make significant changes in your
plan, you will need to record them to
make sure:
• you are still confident you have the
right resources in place to support
your programme
• your Standards Verifier can sample
your assessment decisions at the
right time.

Assessment plan: best practice examples
On the next couple of pages, we’ve created example Assessment Plans which address
many of the questions you ask us about how to make the Assessment Plan useful and
effective.
There are two plans:
• “Not acceptable”: a sample Assessment Plan including many of the problems
you’ve told us you encounter, with callouts outlining a solution.
• “Acceptable”: the same sample Assessment Plan with the problems resolved,
including callouts explaining why this is more effective.
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Assignment Briefs
What are
Assignment Briefs?

What are Authorised
Assignment Briefs?

Assignment Briefs are
designed to:

We have produced a range of
Authorised Assignment Briefs which
you can:

• develop a learner’s knowledge,
skills and understanding in a
defined area of study

•

use ‘off the shelf’

•

edit and adapt to suit your
individual programme and local
needs.

• measure evidence of their
learning against:

Authorised Assignment Briefs are
available for most core units.

• learning aims

You can download copies of the
Authorised Assignment Briefs for your
qualification from the website at
www.btec.co.uk/2012.

what the learners needs to
know, understand and do

• assessment criteria

the grade level at which the
learner can achieve each
learning aim.

Authorised Assignment Briefs are also
available in myBTEC – learn more
about myBTEC.
Learn more about Assignment Briefs in
our Guide to Writing Assignments
for the BTEC Teaching Team.

Assignment Brief: best practice examples
On the next couple of pages, we’ve created examples of Assignment Briefs which
address many of the questions you ask us about how to write effective
assignments.
There are two briefs:
• “Not acceptable”: a sample Assignment Brief including many of the problems
you’ve told us you encounter, with callouts outlining a solution.
• “Acceptable”: the same sample Assignment Brief with the problems resolved,
including callouts explaining why this is more effective.
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Example Assignment Brief: not acceptable
page 2
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Example Assignment Brief: acceptable
page 2
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Observation Record
What is an Observation Record?

Observation Record – best
practice examples

An assessor uses an
Observation Record to
provide a formal
record of their
observation of learner
performance, for example:

On the next couple of pages, we’ve
created examples which address many of
the questions you ask us about how to
use Observation Records.

• during presentations,

This example looks at how a tutor has
given feedback to a learner using an
Observation Record on a BTEC First
Award in Applied Science.

• practical activities.

What is a Witness Statement?

The feedback relates to:

A Witness Statement is used
by someone who isn’t the
assessor (for example,
the teacher or tutor)
to provide a written record
of learner performance.

Unit 2 Chemistry and Our Earth
Learning Aim A.

There are two example records:

Are Observation Records and
Witness Statements the same as
an Assessment Record?
No – Observation Records and Witness
Statements are sources of evidence
which should be included when the learner
submits their evidence for assessment.
They do not in themselves confer an
assessment decision or allocate a final
grade.
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“Not acceptable”: a sample
Observation Record including
many of the problems you’ve told
us you encounter, with callouts
outlining a solution.
“Acceptable”: the same
Observation Record with the
problems resolved, including
callouts explaining why this is
more effective.
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Assessment Record
What is an Assessment Record?

Authenticating learner work

The Assessment Record is the only place
where the assessor formally records their
assessment decisions against individual
assessment criteria.

The Assessment Record
also includes a
declaration of
authenticity for the
assessor to sign,
to ensure everyone is
confident the evidence
was genuinely the learner’s own work.

The assessor should:
• give feedback on the achievement of
criteria to support learner progression
• avoid giving direct, specific
instructions on how the learner can
improve the evidence to achieve a
higher grade (should the Lead Internal
Verifier authorise a resubmission).

It’s important to keep the Assessment
Record secure, although it should also
remain accessible to the learner.

Assessment record: best practice examples
On the next couple of pages, we’ve created example Assessment Records which
address many of the questions you ask us about how to make the Assessment
Record effective and be confident you are giving full and constructive feedback that
supports learner progression.
There are two plans:
“Not acceptable”: a sample Assessment Record including many of the problems
you’ve told us you encounter, with callouts outlining a solution.
“Acceptable”: the same sample Assessment Record with the problems resolved,
including callouts explaining why this is more effective.
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You can also contact us directly if you need a more in-depth discussion about
your individual needs.
UK centres
If you are in the UK, you can talk to
your:
Subject Advisor - for subjectspecific advice and guidance
Curriculum Development
Manager or Curriculum
Support Consultant - for
general advice and guidance on
curriculum and qualifications
Regional Quality Manager - for
advice and guidance on
BTEC quality assurance.
Visit www.btec.co.uk/support for full
contact details.

Continental Europe – South Africa
South Asia – Latin America
Australasia
The International Quality and
Assessment Advisors will be able
to help customers in:
• Europe: Nicola Mortimer-Stokes
• South Africa: Colin Beeke
• South Asia: Stephen Moore
• Latin America & Australasia:
Julie Hancock
Please contact Elizabeth Crofts,
International Vocational Quality and Risk
Manager (elizabeth.crofts@pearson.com) in
the first instance. Elizabeth will put you in
touch with the relevant International Quality
and Assessment Advisor.

Middle East – China - India
The International Quality
Managers will be able to give
quality assurance advice to
customers in:

Where can I find more
information?
BTEC Guides
If you need any more help or
information, you can refer to the
BTEC Centre Guide to Assessment:
Entry Level to Level 3
at www.btec.co.uk/keydocuments.

• Middle East: Mohamed Kamel
mohamed.kamel@pearson.com
• Hong Kong or China: Florence Chan
florence.chan@pearson.com

Your questions
answered

• Indian sub continent:
Saurabh Saxena
saurabh.saxena@pearson.com
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Our BTEC Quality Team has shared
their most frequently asked
questions around BTEC assessment.
Go to our Knowledge Base service
to ask your question – or talk to an
expert in our Teaching Services
team via
www.edexcel.com/contactus.
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